OBVIATING THE NECESSITY FOR CONSIDERATION
IN AMENDATORY AGREEMENTS

ELI E. FINK*

WHEN a business man is advised by his lawyer that his solemn promise, even though reduced to writing, cannot be enforced against him for lack of the legal formula known as consideration, his opinion of the legerdemain of his lawyer rises but his respect for the law suffers. And when a business man is told that he has no legal redress for the breach of another's written obligation to him by virtue of the lack of the same technical requirement of consideration, his contempt for both lawyers and the law swells to unseemly proportions.

It is not the purpose of this comment, however, to add another voice to that chorus of criticism which has advocated the abolition of legal consideration as an essential element of a binding contract. Suffice it to say that other countries have developed their contract law without the requirement of consideration, and it appears that the requirement entered our Anglo-American system through the back door of ancient rules of pleading. The scope of this comment will be limited to the examination of one of the practical problems arising from the requirement of consideration and to the suggestion of a workable and simple solution of it.

Contractual relations are usually initiated in the business world as the result of bargains or bilateral deals, and hence no difficulty is normally experienced in finding the element of consideration in the mutual engage-
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ments of the parties. The problem to be considered pertains to one-sided, gratuitous amendments of existing contractual relations. It is encountered in connection with the gratuitous revision of any and every variety of contractual arrangement, whether it be an employment contract, construction contract, mortgage, trust agreement, negotiable instrument, or contract to buy or sell any kind of property. A typical situation is that in which a tenant requests a rental reduction and his landlord, recognizing that the reduced rental will be no less than the market value of the premises and that his tenant is judgment proof or will be rendered insolvent by paying the lease rental, agrees to reduce the rent for a specified period of time. Then, after the reduced rent is paid and accepted for a number of months, the landlord changes his mind and claims the difference between the lease and the reduced rental for the expired portion of the period and cancels the agreement for the balance of the period. Under those circumstances the tenant will learn that the law permits his landlord to be an "Indian giver."

Such revocable generosity results in grave injustice to the tenant for, if he knew that he must eventually go through bankruptcy or some other
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form of reorganization to escape his onerous lease, he would much prefer
to do so at the time when his business was in such serious straits that his
landlord agreed that he was entitled to relief from his rental obligation
rather than at the time when business conditions were so improved that
his landlord believed it would be expedient to repudiate the rent reduc-
tion. The landlord, on the other hand, is deserving of little sympathy,
particularly in respect to the expired portion of the rental reduction pe-
period, because he received during those months all that the premises were
worth and all that he thought the tenant could afford to pay. It may be
argued that when the promisor under a gratuitous amendment is per-
mitted to repudiate the amendment for want of consideration, the prom-
isee under the gratuitous amendment does not merit our commiseration
for he is then required to do no more than comply with his original agree-
ment. The promise in the original agreement, however, should not be any
more sacred than the promise in the amendment, and it would seem that
the most recent expression of the compact of the parties should be en-
forced in preference to a mutually abandoned statement of their inten-
tions.

Preventing promisors under gratuitous amendments of contractual ar-
rangements from having the right to revoke such amendments has been
the difficult task of lawyers representing persons in the position of the
promisee under such amendments, such as the tenant in the illustration
given above. In some states the inscription of the word "seal" after the
names of the parties is still supposed to have its ancient efficacy in binding
the parties despite the lack of consideration. Even in such jurisdictions,
however, lawyers are reluctant to rely on the seal as a substitute for con-
sideration for fear that theirs might be the very case in which, if the point
were again presented to a modern court, the court would decide to reverse
the precedents and abandon the hoary sanctity of the seal. In addition,
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many states have declared by statute either that the presumption of consideration in sealed instruments may be rebutted or that sealed instruments shall not enjoy any privileges denied their unsealed brethren. Another device sometimes relied on is the recital that the tenant has made a nominal monetary payment, the receipt of which is acknowledged by the landlord. Aside from the fact that the landlord is usually able to prove, and is not barred by the parol evidence rule from proving, that no such payment was made, the small payment is never the price or bargain for which the rent reduction was given and consequently it is not valid consideration. Another subterfuge to fabricate consideration for a rent reduction consists of a covenant by the tenant, in consideration of obtaining the rent reduction, to perform some trivial duty which he was not theretofore obligated to perform under the terms of the lease, such as sweeping snow from the sidewalk. Such devices are, however, of dubious utility in supplying the required consideration for the same reason that the tenant’s payment of one dollar fails to accomplish its purpose, namely, the landlord has not, as a matter of fact, bargained to reduce the rent in consideration of receiving the sum of one dollar or the covenant of the tenant to keep the sidewalk clear of snow.

It is true that the courts have, on occasion, dispensed with the requirement of consideration when compelled to do so in order to avoid particularly inequitable results. Such decisions, however, lacking a frank dis-
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avowal of the requirement of consideration and resting on tenuous reasoning applied to the peculiar circumstances of each case, cannot be relied upon as precedents with confidence.

Section 90 of the Restatement of the Law of Contracts endeavors to lead the courts a few steps along the path of enforcing certain promises lacking consideration.\(^\text{16}\) However, the court under this section must find, as conditions precedent to enforcement of the promise, that the promisee has suffered a substantial detriment, that the promisor must have reasonably foreseen that his promise would result in the promisee's suffering such detriment, and that injustice will result unless the promise is enforced. These requirements are so amorphous and yet stringent that the utility of the section is bound to be limited.

With the courts so reluctant to repudiate the requirement of consideration and so devious in their methods when induced to do so, efforts have been made to enlist the legislatures to revise the common law rule of con-
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sideration. Those statutes adopted by a number of states which provide that all written instruments shall import consideration deserve little attention because such laws have been construed to raise only a rebuttable presumption of consideration. A notable step in the direction of eliminating the necessity of consideration from all written agreements was taken in 1925 by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws when they drafted the Uniform Written Obligations Act. Professor Williston says it was intended as a modern substitute for the common law seal in order to make gratuitous promises enforceable and it does have that effect. It is wisely limited to written promises, and the requirement that the promisor must express in writing his understanding that his promise will be legally binding upon him prevents casual or hasty promises from becoming more serious than was intended. The difficulty is not with the act but with the apathetic reception accorded it by the state legislatures; only two states have adopted it, the last in 1929.

The Uniform Written Obligations Act applies not only to promises made to amend existing contractual relations but also to promises which create such relations for the first time. However, the crying need, as pointed out above, is for abandonment of the requirement of consideration at the time when the parties to an existing contractual engagement desire to amend it. Many of the cases in which the courts have resorted to questionable reasoning to circumvent the requirement of consideration have arisen in the field of amendments to existing contracts. To meet this problem the state of New York recently adopted an act providing that a revision or amendment of an existing contractual obligation shall not be
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invalid for lack of consideration so long as it is in writing and signed by the party sought to be bound by it. Such a change in the law is precisely what is required to solve the problem.

In the absence of such a statute as has been enacted in New York, the inability of the parties to make a binding unilateral amendment to an existing contractual relation constitutes a serious defect in our legal technique. Business men believe that amendatory agreements solemnly entered into should be performed by the parties to them, and whenever such agreements are broken, business men have the right to expect the law to supply a remedy. Statements that conduct may be morally wrong but legally right and that the ethical standards of business are frequently more commendable than the edicts of the courts are as hackneyed as they are a condemnation of our legal system. The rules used by the courts in prescribing the rights and liabilities of persons under alleged contracts should be kept abreast of the standards and customs of upright business men. The law merchant must continuously be absorbed into the common law.

Inasmuch as the courts and legislatures have turned a deaf ear to the pleas of business men, a satisfactory technique to achieve the desired end must be developed within the formulae recognized by the courts. With this in mind, it is submitted that the rise of the problem in connection with gratuitous amendments of contractual relations may be anticipated and

22 N.Y.L. (1936) c. 281, § 2: “An agreement hereafter made to change or modify, or to discharge in whole or in part, any contract, obligation, or lease, or any mortgage or other security interest in personal or real property, shall not be invalid because of the absence of consideration, provided that the agreement changing, modifying or discharging such contract, obligation, lease, mortgage or security interest, shall be in writing and signed by the party against whom it is sought to enforce the change, modification or discharge.” See Kane Realty Co. v. Nat'l Children's Stores, Inc., 169 Misc. 699, 8 N.Y.S. (2d) 505 (Munic. Ct. 1938); Bond, Mortgage & Securities Co. v. Surplus Wholesale Corp., 162 Misc. 586, 588, 295 N.Y. Supp. 67, 69–70 (Munic. Ct. 1937), discussing the statute. This provision superseded N.Y.L. (1934) c. 142, § 2, providing that a written agreement to extend to a fixed date the payment of any obligation is valid without consideration. Cf. N.Y.L. (1936) c. 222 (abrogating consideration requirement for releases). The New York legislature at its last session, while abrogating the effectiveness of the seal as a substitute for consideration (note 12 supra), adopted three acts abolishing the requirement of consideration, where the agreement is in writing and signed by the obligor. N.Y.L. (1941) c. 328, § 2, subd. 4 (irrevocable offers); N.Y.L. (1941) c. 330, § 2, subd. 3 (assignments); N.Y.L. (1941) c. 331, § 2, subd. 2 (contracts where the consideration stated is past or executed). For a discussion of the recent New York legislation see Hays, Formal Contracts and Consideration: A Legislative Program, 41 Col. L. Rev. 849 (1941).
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the problem solved by inserting in every contract, lease, mortgage, and other written engagement having legal consideration a provision substantially similar to that of the New York statute. The following language is suggested:

Any and all agreements hereafter made by the parties hereto to amend, change, extend, revise or discharge this contract [lease, mortgage or other instrument, as the case may be], in whole or in part and on one or more occasions, shall not be invalid or unenforceable because of the lack of consideration, provided that such agreement or agreements to amend, change, extend, revise or discharge this contract [lease, mortgage or other instrument, as the case may be] shall be in writing and executed by the parties hereto.

This provision should operate to bind each party to perform his future gratuitous promises which constitute amendments of the original contract, despite the lack of consideration for such future promises, by reason of his promise in the original contract, for which consideration was furnished by the other party, to be so bound. That satisfies the legal objection. By requiring the future promises to be in writing and signed by all parties to the original agreement before they become binding, persons should not find themselves bound by casual or ill-considered concessions.

From a theoretical point of view it would seem that in making the original agreement, cemented by consideration, the parties could validly agree that all future promises made by either shall be binding upon the promisor despite the lack of consideration, whether such future promises relate to amendments or revisions of the original agreement or to entirely different transactions. Suppose such a broad provision were inserted in a lease and, after the lease expired, the tenant requested his former landlord to loan him a sum of money and the landlord acquiesced in writing. If the landlord should change his mind on the following day, before his former tenant changed his position in reliance on the landlord's promise, it would seem undesirable, but legally proper, to permit the resurrection of the provision from the extinct lease to bind the landlord to his promise. However, so long as the provision is limited to amendments of the original contract, it should operate without undesirable consequences.

Those who have welcomed the requirement of consideration as a bulwark of protection to persons induced by unscrupulous tactics to execute inequitable agreements, such as in the case of a release of liability under a disability policy given by an injured policyholder to the insurance company, and those who have condemned the ancient rule under which seals are permitted to shield such unconscionable agreements from attack, may fear that the clause suggested above will be employed, for example by incor-
poration in disability policies, as a tool to render unfair agreements binding without any consideration. The possible abuse of a convenient device should not, however, prove its doom. In addition, it is possible for courts to set aside oppressive agreements, especially between persons in an unequal bargaining position, under or by necessary expansion of the familiar concepts of duress, fraud, and mistake. It should not be assumed, moreover, that persons in the position of an insurance company usually effect settlements which are unduly favorable to themselves. To the extent that such settlements are equitable, it is socially desirable that they be made but they will not be made if the law does not protect the paying party by holding such settlements to be mutually irrevocable. On the whole, the advantages flowing from the employment of the suggested clause should clearly outweigh whatever abuses may arise.

To create a change in the common law by individual agreement of the parties in each transaction is bound to be slow and unsatisfactory as compared to changes effected by the legislature or the courts. We know, however, that in every agreement, lease, mortgage, or other instrument, certain standardized provisions, designed to regulate the rights of the parties differently from the manner in which such rights would be settled by the law in the absence of agreements by the parties to the contrary, are uniformly inserted with little objection from any of the parties. The general use of such clauses accomplishes virtually the same effect as legislation or judicial decisions. The provision suggested above could likewise become a standard clause of all agreements and, it is believed, achieve salutary results.
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